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Students pay
high fees for
JMU athletics
by Sara Hammel
senior writer
JMU students are paying one of the highest fees in
the state for the university's intercollegiate athletic
program, according to the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia.
About 40 percent of student comprehensive fees,
or $6.7 million, went toward the athletic department
this year. That means each JMU student pays about
$680 for athletics.
Each JMU student is required to pay a
"comprehensive" fee — $1,872 for in-state, full-time
undergraduates for the 1992-93 academic year. Oulof-state students paid $1,948, according to Dr. Frank
Doherty, JMU's director of the office of institutional
research.
But according to Brad Babcock, executive
associate athletic director, JMU doesn't charge a
specific athletic fee.
"There's no figure up there that says . . . the
athletic fee is this," Babcock said. Students "don't
pay an athletic fee. They pay a comprehensive fee."
However, Doherty said an athletic fee can be
estimated.
Doherty said that by working with the number of
full-time undergraduates who pay regular
comprehensive fees and taking into account the
number of part-time students who pay lower fees, he
said it's possible to get a "ballpark figure" for the
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Play acting
Shakeel (senior Malik Moody) and Shantee (junior Teresa Dowell) perform in
is the Black Woman's Beauty Dead?' in the P.C. Ballroom Sunday. The proceeds
from the play will be going to the Bethel AME Church in Harrisonburg and the
play will be shown again tonight in the Highlands Room at 8.
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Military proposes base closings

Loss of civilian jobs will hurt Va., profs say
by Ian Record
senior writer
JMU political science professors said that the
government's latest round of proposed military base
closings hurts Virginia more that it might seem at
first glance.
In an attempt to cut $70 billion to $100 billion
from the defense budget, the Department of Defense
last week announced its proposed list of 31 base
closings and 134 base realignments designed to
reduce the military by 22 percent in a five-year plan.
If the plan is approved by Congress and President
Bill Clinton, Virginia would lose the Vint Hill Farms
army base and the Naval Aviation Depot in Norfolk.
Under the plan Virginia would gain 6,374 military
jobs, but lose almost 15,000 civilian jobs.
This downsizing of the military is a result of "the
end of the Cold War, streamlining of the military and
the federal budget," said Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz,
associate professor of political science. "One of the

most expensive items in the defense budget is
personnel. If you eliminate bases you eliminate
personnel.'*
While members of Congress are lobbying hard to
spare the bases in their states from getting shut down
by the federal government, the process is designed to
bypass normal political sparring.
The process begins with the services assembling a
list of bases to be considered for closure, which is
then submitted to Secretary of Defense Les Aspin.
Last week Aspin submitted his list of proposed
closures and realignments to the independent,
bipartisan Base Closure and Realignment
Commission, which has until June 30 to present a
final list to Clinton. The president and Congress may
only approve or reject the proposal, and can't make
any changes.
The process, which occurs every two years, is
expected to be concluded this October.
"It is a take-it-or-lcave-it vote," said Dr. Robert
Roberts, associate professor of political science.
CLOSINGS page 2
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"While it is a lot of money being
taken out of people's pockets, it is
simple economics."
Eksterowicz said, "The process is
designed to have a minimum amount
of political considerations. If you start
messing with the process it will look
like overt meddling."
The big losers included California,
Florida and South Carolina, which
under the plan will lose more than one
major base. California, already in
economic turmoil, will lose almost
32,000 jobs if the proposal is
approved.

northern Virginia. "It will especially
have a big impact on the Arlington
area."
Senior Pat Creed, who has served in
the army for over four years, said the
proposed closings will be "traumatic"
to those communities that depend on
military bases for their economic wellbeing.
"The facilities they are closing are
fairly important," Creed said. "There
are cuts that have to be made, but right
now they are planning on cutting
forces considerably. The military is an
easy target."
"It is good to cut away fat but you
have to watch out about cutting away

"One of the most expensive items in
the defense budget is personnel. If you
eliminate bases you eliminate
personnel. "
Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz
associate professor of political science
Eksterowicz said Virginia could
have done worse. "Having the process
non-political I think helped Virginia."
He added that if Clinton could control
what bases were to be closed, he
might not have been kind to Virginia
because he failed to carry the state in
last November's election.
But Roberts said, "Virginia didn't
lose any major bases, but is losing a
lot of jobs," he said. "Virginia has the
most to lose so it took a pretty heavy
hit."
Roberts pointed to Crystal City in
Northern Virginia, where the military
is expected to lose about 12,000 naval
jobs that reportedly will be transferred
to Patuxcnt, Md.
"The impact on Virginia doesn't
look as big as it really is," said
Roberts, who attributed the move to
the high cost of office space in

muscle," he said.
Clinton has proposed $19.6 billion
in aid to those areas that lose bases.
"There is a great reluctance on the
part of the community when you can't
spend like you used to," Roberts said.
"When cutting $70 billion to $100
billion out of the defense budget, this
is simply a way to balance the
budget."
Eksterowicz said, "It will cause
dislocation and hard feelings on the
part of the community, but it has to be
done. If your community is affected,
you won't like it because you don't
feel you have any input. It seems
undemocratic to them but it probably
should be or nothing would get done."

The Washington Post/Los Angeles
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Four friends
Left to right, Freshmen Scott Allison, Colin Fins, and
Thomas Mirabella hang out with a snowman on the Quad
Thursday afternoon.

Times news service contributed to this
report
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Students seek
off-campus cadets,
according to CSC
by Ed Gray
staff writer
An off-campus escort service
proposed by ihe Commuier Student
Council may go into action before the
end of the semester, according to its
president.
"A lot has happened since last
semester," Peter Mutton said. "We've
been trying to gel in touch with as
many people with influence as
possible."
Mution collected more lhan 500
signatures on petitions about ihe
program and met wilh Dr. Robert
Scoll, vice president of student affairs,
about initiating the service.
According to Hutlon, Scoll wanted
to sec statistics indicating an intcrcsl
in the service 10 determine the
probability that ihe program could be
started.
Hutlon formulated a nine-question
survey and distributed it to every offcampus student with a campus
address.
Of the 5,000 surveys distributed,
347 have been returned.
"There has been a lot of positive
feedback," Hutton said. He said that
the survey points out a clear need for
the escort service.
"Most of the surveys we got back
were from females living on or around
Main and Mason streets," he said,
adding that the majority of students
responding said they would use the
service.
Senior Karin Starr, a resident of
University Place, said, "I would use it.
Il would make me feel a lot more
comfortable walking home at night."
She said the service would be
especially convenient after buses stop
running..
Junior Jeanne Monahan said, "I
probably should feel more unsafe than
I do when I walk home."
She lives on Westview Street,
which is off Mason Street. Monahan
said she carries mace when she walks
alone.
"It's a great idea to start the
service," she said. "Il is something the
students could really use."
According to Hutlon, a core group
of seven students is evaluating the
student surveys and pushing the
university to lake steps to provide the
off-campus escort service.
"What we'll be doing over the next
few weeks is trying to determine
where we will focus our efforts,"
Hutton said.
Following the core group's meeting.

Hutton plans to meet again wilh Scoll
to evaluate the program's potential. If
Scott finds the plan feasible, the
proposal could be referred directly to
JMU President Ronald Carrier.
Dan Ciatti, student member of the
Board of Visitors and a member of the
core group, recently discussed the
escort service plans with board
members at a meeting of the
Education and Sludcnl Life
Committee in Richmond.
"We want to keep the committee up
to date on ihe efforts of the CSC to
start this program," he said.
Ciatti said the existing on-campus
escort program coupled wilh ihe
proposed off-campus service could be
a great "selling point'' for prospective
students.
"Anything that gives ihe students a
sense of security makes their lime
better spent," he said.
Hutlon said that campus police have
been very cooperative in offering to
train the escorts and to provide
clearance for background checks for
those who volunteer for ihe service.
The cadet service, because of
manpower and jurisdiction, is
currently unable to extend its escort
service to off-campus students.
Senior Alison Harris, a member of
Alphi Phi Omega service fraternity
and the core group, said the service is
needed because "people on campus
have the cadets and it would be good
for people off campus who don't have
cars and when the bus doesn't run."
She said members of APO will
volunteer as escorts one or two nights
a week if the service is offered.
Though Hutton's main goal is a
walk-home service, there is an outside
chance a van could be acquired. "If we
could gel any vehicle, it would be 10
times better," he said.
According to Hutlon, university
officials are currently at work on a
university-funded alternative to the
Catholic Campus Ministry-run CARS.
Since CARS -is religiously affiliated,
the university cannot give il any
funding.
A university-sponsored service,
complete
with
vehicle
for
transportation, would use the vehicle
on weekends.
The escort service would be free to
use it on weeknights, the only lime il
is scheduled to be active.
"I hope that a lot more students now
know about the service lhan when we
first started," Hutton said. The
program's success "all depends on the
support we get from the students."
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King of the mountain
Buildings and grounds crews dumped snow next to the
bust of James Madison outside of Carrier Library as part of
the clean-up effort after the blizzard of 1993.

City administrator working
on bike paths for students
by Shauna Miller
staff writer
JMU students might nol have to
dodge cars and pedestrians if a plan to
put in bike paths around town is
approved by the city.
"We recognize that a lol of bicycle
traffic comes from the schools and we
wani to accommodate the needs of the
students," City Zoning Administrator
Gary Cook said.
A special panel set up lo study ihe
idea finalized a proposal Thursday to
present lo the City Council Planning
Commission in May.
If the commission approves the
plan and forwards it to the City
Council, changes on roads used by
JMU and Eastern Mennonite College
students may be made as early as next
year, according lo Cook. Port
Republic Road, Main Street and
University Boulevard may be
revamped.
Cook, who headed the special
panel, is confident that the plan could
work.
"Up until ihis lime, ihe streets have
been designed only wilh olhcr
vehicles in mind," he said. "The idea
now is thai when engineers design a
road, they will consider bicyclists.

"Our general goal is to connect
parks, schools and shopping centers
with high density residence areas."
Funding would also be available, he
said.
"When our street superintendent
gets funds for improvement of the
roads, funds could be appropriated to
accommodate the plan," Cook said.
Panel member Garth Kunkle of the
Cool Breeze Cyclcry and Fitness shop
said he thinks the needs of local
bicyclists, both students and residents,
should be recognized.
"The cycling population is
definitely on the rise," he said. "As
parking becomes more of an issue,
students are taking more to bike
riding. It makes life a lol easier."
Junior mass communication major
John Tran agreed thai bike riding was
an effective option.
"It's a lot more convenient lo ride
my bike around here," he said. "A
bike path is essential."
Rob Blcwitl, a sophomore nursing
major, said safely needs should
mandate bike path construction. "1
think it's prclly dangerous lo be on a
bike off campus.
"I have lo cross a lot of streets, and
BIKES page 6
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DOOR PRIZES • FOOD • BAND
IT'S COLD
OUT THERE!!

The Class
of 1995
Ding
Premiere
March 33* 1993
7:30 PM
PC Ballroom
Make plans to attend now!
■

COME HOME
AFIRE!!

FIREPLACES in every unit
2 Bedrooms & 2 Full baths
Many with STUDY or 3rd bedroom
9 MONTH LEASES
They're going FAST!!

CALL TODAY 432-1860!!
For a private showing

or
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Offered by:

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES

>

1^ 700 Students
Will Receive
Free T-shirts!

Stop by the office and
ASK FOR MIKE

REALTORS

$100 DRAWING
BRING COUPON TO MADISON MANOR
TO ENTER
Name:
.
Address:
Telephone:.

/1RTG1RVED
^

COLLEGE JEWELRY

Most interested in: [ ] 2 bedroom [ ] 2 bedroom w/ study
[ ] 3 bedroom
No purchase or obligation necessary to enter/ Drawing March 31.1993
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by Sharon Lovering
court reporter
• Non-student Libert E. Hise, 20, of Harrisonburg,
charged with driving under the influence of alcohol
at Paul Street and Duke Drive West Aug. 8, was
found guilty Oct. IS and received a four-day
sentence, a $500 Tine, $121 in court costs and had
his driver's license suspended.
• Non-student Barba G. Thompson, 30, of
Harrisonburg, charged with driving under the
influence of alcohol on Cantrell Avenue Aug. 22,
was found guilty Feb. 11 and received a four-day
sentence, a $250 Tine, $46 in court costs and had
her driver's license suspended.
• Student Barry L. Huitema Jr., 21, of Burke,
charged with driving under the influence of alcohol
on Blucslonc Drive Aug. 26, was found guilty Jan.
7 and received a four-day sentence, a $250 fine,
$46 in court costs and had his driver's license
suspended for one year. He was also recommended
to the Alcohol Safety Action Program.
• Student Tcsscma M. Gctachcw, 19, of
Annandalc, charged with underage possession ol"
alcohol and littering in Z-lol Aug. 30, was found
guilty Sept. 24 and received a total of $150 in fines
and $52 in court costs.
• Non-student Jason D. Farley, 19, of
Frcdcricksburg, charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Duke Drive East Sept. 4, was found
guilty Oct. 10 and paid $26 in court costs and had
his driver's license suspended.

• Student Shawn M. Walker, 18, of Alexandria,
charged with underage possession of alcohol in
Ikenberry Hall Sept. 5, was found guilty Oct. 29 and
paid $26 in court costs and had his driver's license
suspended.
• Non-student Ronald J. Knox, 18, of Bridge water.
charged with underage possession of alcohol at
Ikenberry Hall Sept 5, was found guilty Oct. 29 and
received a $150 fine, $26 in court costs and had his
driver's license suspended.
• Student Richard E. Phillips, 19, of Fairfax,
charged with being drunk in public and having a fake
driver's license at the Sigma Pi fraternity house Sept.
5, was found guilty of being drunk in public Oct. 29
and received a $15 fine and $26 in court costs.
• Non-student Dcnisc V. Dennis, 33, of
Harrisonburg, charged with driving under the
influence of alcohol on South Main Street Sept. 9,
had the case dismissed Oct. 29.
• Non-student Alfred A. Wilson, 25, of
Harrisonburg, charged with destruction of public
properly and resisting arrest by the Harrisonburg
Police Department Sept. 12 in the Lexington Square
Apartment complex, and charged with destruction of
public property for punching a hole in the P.C.
Ballroom glass ticket window with his fist Sept. 12,
was found guilty of damaging public property Jan.
28 and resisting arrest Feb. 3. He received a $100
fine and $126 in court costs.
• Student Charles E. Smith Jr., 19, of Damascus,
Md., charged with driving under the influence of

•5

alcohol and driving with a suspended license in Jlot Sept. 19, was found guilty of driving under the
influence Jan. 7 and received a $500 fine, $46 in
court costs, and a one-year suspension of his
driver's license.
The driving on a suspended license charge was
dismissed.
• Non-studcnl Brian J. Templemann, 18, of
Centcrville, charged with possession of a controlled
substance and being drunk in public in Hillside
Hall Sept. 23, was found guilty on both counts Dec.
17 and paid a total of $40 in fines and $98 in court
costs.
• Non-student Michael S. Garcy, 20, of Swoopc,
charged with grand larceny, petty larceny and
trespassing Sept. 27, was found guilty of petty
larceny Oct. 22, and received a six-month sentence.
The trespassing charge was dismissed. A grand
jury will hear the grand larceny case at a later date.
• Student James K. Helms, 19, of Media, Pa.,
charged with destruction of public property and
being drunk in public in front of the Alpha Kappa
Lambda fraternity house Sept. 26, was found guilty
on both counts Oct. 8, and paid a total of $90 in
fines and $48 in court costs.
• Student William C. Reynolds, 20, of Midlothian,
charged with driving under the influence of alcohol
on South Main Street in front of campus Sept. 26,
was found guilty Oct. 26, and received a four-day
sentence, $250 in fines, $46 in court costs, and had
his driver's license suspended.
COURT page 6
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by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police report ihe following:
Destruction off Public Property
• An unknown person reportedly broke a glass
entrance door in Huffman Hall between 5 p.m.
March 17 and 5:10 a.m. March 18.
The damage is estimated at $150.

Destruction of Personal Property
• An unknown person reportedly broke the
window on the left side door of a vehicle in Z lot
at 11 a.m. March 17. Nothing was reported
missing from the vehicle.

Petty Larceny
• A black wallet was reported stolen from
Wilson Hall between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. Feb.
27.
The wallet, which has diamond shaped
engravings, reportedly contained credit cards
and other personal items. The report was
delayed.
• Eight residents in Weaver Hall and three
residents in Chappelear Hall reported that
collections of quarters were stolen from their
rooms between 5 p.m. March 5 and 5 p.m.
March 17.
The residents reportedly noticed the quarters
missing when they returned fro/n Spring Break.

Number of drunk in public charges since
Dec. 10. 31

Bikes

Court
CONTINUED from page 5

CONTINUED from page 3

• Student Robert J. Cates II, 18, of Oakton, charged
with driving under the influence of alcohol on South
Main Street near Madison Drive Sept. 27, was found
guilty Feb. 11 and had his license suspended for a
year. Cates appealed his case.

the drivers around here aren't conscious of you if
you're not in fronl of ihem. A lot of times, people
don't signal or they try to rush past me."
JMU officials also have been involved in planning
city bike paths.
"We hope that the plan will make it possible for
cyclists to begin their trip on campus and end it on
campus without confronting dangerous situations,"
Suzanne Straub, assistant vice president of
administrative services, said.
Commuter Student Council President Peter Hullon
said bicycle facilities will be necessary as JMU
expands,
"If JMU truly wants to be known as a pedestrian
college, bike palhs would be crucial," Hullon said
'The support would be overwhelming."
Alan MacNull, director of public safety, thinks the
proposed plan will be a challenge to implement.
"Bike palhs arc going to be a hard thing to do wilh
the existing roadways," he said.
"You just can'l lake a piece out of ihe main
traveled road ways and make it a bike palh."
MacNull said Harrisonburg is currently sale for
bicyclists and the plan is not essential.
"There aren'l thai many bike accidents even
though you'd think there should be more," he said.

• Student David Mangum, 19, of Durham, N.C.,
charged with possession of a fake driver's license
and being drunk in public on Greek Row Sept. 27,
received 25 hours of community service for each
charge.
• Student Jacob D. Weaver, 18, of Wilmington,
Del., charged with underage possession of alcohol in
Eagle Hall Sept. 30, was found guilty Oct. 15, and
paid $26 in court costs and had his driver's license
suspended.
• Non-student Marly E. Walter, 28, of Wayncsboro,
charged with driving under the influence of alcohol
on Duke Drive West and Blucstonc Drive Sept. 30,
was found guilty of reckless driving Dec. 3, and
received a $500 fine and $26 in court costs.
He was also recommended to the Alcohol Safely
Action Program.

• Non-Students John C.T. Hinty, 19, of
Harrisonburg, and John W. Crawford, 22, of Elkion.
were charged with trespassing and possession of
burglary tools in Z-lot Oct. 6.
Hinly was found guilty of trespassing Jan. 21,
received a six-month sentence, and appealed thai
charge. A grand jury will hear the burglary tools
charge at a later dale.
Crawford was found guilty of trespassing Jan. 21,
and received a six-monih sentence. A grand jury will
also hear the charge of burglary tools at a later dale.

MEET THE PRESS
Meet the new news editors at
today's meeting
at 4:30 p.m.
Rnthony-Seeger Hall, room IB

TODAY

is your last chance for
On-Campus Housing!
Contract & Deposit MUST be
received in the
Cashier's Office in Wilson Hall
by 3:30 PM
if you want to enjoy the
convenience of living
on campus next year.

liniii • imm; V

Other Dates To Remember:
Anril 12: In Hall Niuhl
I ppealass students ma> select ihe rtxwn and rtxtmmatc
"I ill
m Ihe hall office between 7:<X)-10:(K)PM
Sludi nis m.is reserve six spaces in a suite in
Shorts, lianson.Ikenhem Chappt Icar and ! rederikson Halls
n I'M in Alumnae Hall
April 20: Wunnn's M;;lit

I cmalv sin,kins ma> sclecl llic nxrni mid roommate ol iheii choice
in ilk IT Ballnxim from 7:00-10:00 I'M
April 21: Men's \j;;ln

Male students may sclecl the room and roommate ol ilieii choice
in the PC Ballroom from 7:00-10:00 I'M

JMU Residence Halls...
Where The Living is Easy
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Yeltsin orders rule by decree in Russia
*i

MOSCOW — President Boris N. Yeltsin announced
Saturday night that he is assuming temporary power
to rule Russia by decree and ordered an April 25
referendum asking voters to endorse his leadership, a
new constitution drafted under his direction and a
law to elect a new Parliament.
The bold initiative brought Russia's long-running
leadership crisis to its most critical point since the
collapse of the Soviet Union 15 months ago. It was
immediately attacked as unconstitutional by the
nation's vice president, highest judge and chief
prosecutor, raising doubts about Yeltsin's legal right
and political strength to carry it off peacefully.
Yeltsin, the first democratically elected president
in Russia's history, acted a week after the Soviet-era
Congress of People's Deputies frustrated his every
appeal for a. power-sharing compromise to allow his

Doubled free-market reforms to go forward.
In a prerecorded television speech to the nation,
Yeltsin accused Congress of blocking the reforms,
undermining executive authority and seeking to
reimposc Communist dictatorship.
"The country can no longer live in a constant crisis
of power," he declared. "With such a waste of efforts
we will never be able to overcome backwardness.
Nor shall we be able to provide peace and
tranquillity for our citizens."
"Under the circumstances," he added, "the
president is forced to assume the responsibility for
the destiny of the counuy."
Yeltsin signed what he called a "decree on the
special order of governing the state" and said it
would remain in effect "until the crisis of power has
been overcome."

Wilder asks panel to deny
top spot to Robb's lawyer
Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder,
still angry that Sen. Charles S. Robb
was not indicted over a recorded
phone call of Wildcr's, has asked a
congressional panel to reject the
expected nomination of Robb's
criminal-defense attorney, Charles
H.C. Ruff, to a top Justice Department
post.
The Clinton administration's
selection of Ruff, a Washington
lawyer, as deputy attorney general
"would send . . . dangerous signals
that could damage the integrity of the
Justice Department and the Clinton
administration," Wilder's press
secretary, Glenn K. Davidson, wrote
in a letter to the Senate Judiciary

Committee. The committee reviews
nominations for top federal positions.
Davidson said Ruff was "instrumental
in persuading the Bush administration
Justice Department to take
extraordinary steps to preclude an
indictment of the senator."
Ruff, reached at his office Saturday,
said he did not want to get into a
debate with Wilder. The former U.S.
attorney for the District of Columbia
said that if President Bill Clinton
nominates him for the No. 2 post at
the Justice Department, he would "do
what is appropriate, including
responding" to Wilder's complaints.
- L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service

Court's conservatism may end
WASHINGTON — The retirement of
Justice Byron White confirms what
the election of President Bill Clinton
suggested: the conservative tide at the
Supreme Court has already reached its
high water mark.
Now, Clinton must decide whether
to select a true liberal to do baule with
the court's dominant conservatives, or
to appoint a moderate who can help
hold together a coalition of centrists.
Some administration lawyers have
even predicted Clinton might do what
no president has done in four decades
by selecting a nationally prominent
political figure to sit on the high court.
In any event, they say, the long
conservative drift will have ended.
For the past 25 years. Republicans
have appointed every new justice, and
presidents Ronald Reagan and George
Bush in particular set forth a clear
legal agenda for the Supreme Court.
It called for overturning the Ro* vs.
Wade ruling dial legalized abortion, a
return to prayer in schools, the
banning of "reverse discrimination"
against white males and carrying out
the death penalty for convicted

murderers.
Last year, just when the court's
conservatives seemed to have their
goal in sight, they fell one vote short
of outright success on abortion.
Four justices, including White,
voted to overturn abortion entirely,
but three others said they would
uphold limited regulations.
Now, While is about to be replaced
by a Clinton appointee, making it
unlikely that the conservatives can
still win dramatic victories.
"I think White's departure signals
the end of the conservative counterrevolution," University of Virginia
law professor A.E. Dick Howard said
Saturday. "Or late, he's been a
dependable member of the
conservative bloc, and losing him
stops them in their tracks."
Georgetown University law
professor Louis M. Scidman.agreed.
"The right-wing tide has reached its
high point, and we'll probably sec
some movement in the other
direction," he said.
— L.A. Times/ Washington
Post news service

Under that order, he said, the 1,033-member
Congress and the 220-member Supreme Soviet
legislature will continue to function. But they will be
powerless to overturn presidential orders or remove
government officials from their posts.
The presidium of the Supreme Soviet met late
Saturday, accused Yeltsin of "trying to establish a
dictatorship" and called an emergency session of the
legislature for Sunday. Us chairman rushed home
from a visit to Kazakhstan and some deputies called
for Yeltsin's impeachment.
Moscow's streets were calm but its competing
leaderships appeared headed for an intense battle of
executive decrees and legislative dictates that some
politicians feared cannot be settled without force.

WORLD

— L.A. Times/Washington Post news
service

WATCH

Terrorist
Attacks
The week after the explosion
under the Wjjrld frade
Center nine other blasts
occurred around the world.

L**l k

•Belgrade, Serbia: Feb. 26
Where: an embassy
Injuries: none
•Warrington. England: Feb. 26
Where: a gasworks
Injuries: unknown
•East of Tbilisi, Georgia: Feb. 26
Where: a train
Injuries: unknown
Cairo, Egypt: Feb. 26
Where: a coffee house
Injuries: 16: Killed 3
•London, England: Feb. 27
Where: a department store
Injuires: 18
•Chechen-Ingush, Russia: Feb. 28
Where: a train
Injuries: 12; Killed 13
-Lima, Peru: March 1
Where: a car
Killed: 2
•Athens, Greece: March 2
Where: a tax office
Injuries: none
Madrid, Spain: March 3
Where: 3 bombs downtown
Injuries: 1
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT:
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
85CarltonSt.
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 8 am -10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

• Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 24 Hours

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted

■■

HW

Hop To It!
While the savings at Super-Fresh
are at their best!
■M^j^MihMV'i rrrrr-r, ■■ • ■ -

COUNTRY HEARTH
HAMBURGER OR

CALIFORNIA-SWEET

Hot Dog Rolls
Buy 1 Get 1

Navel Oranges

$1.49
4 LB. BAG

FROZEN
ASSORTED VARIETIES

Budget
Gourmet
Entrees

FREE!
8CT. 10OZ.PKG.

4^

4^48 OZ. APPLE SAUCE OR

Musselman's
Apple Juice

2 for $3
64 OZ. BTLS.
LEAN BEEF

Boneless
Chuck Roast

90% LEAN 100% PURE

Fresh Ground
T\irkey

$1.39
LB.

YOUR CHOICE
CAFF. FREE OR

Coke
Diet Coke
2LT.BTL.

WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
CHUNK LIGHT IN OIL OR WATER

Star-Kist l\ina

390
6.125 OZ. CAN • VALID MARCH 21 -27,1993

WITH THIS COUPON & S750 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
GOLD CRUNCHY OR CRISPY BLEND

Kellogg's Mueslix Cereal
Buy 1 Get 1

FREE!
14 OZ. BOX • VALID MARCH 21 - 27,1993

WITH THIS COUPON & $730 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
KELLOGG'S

Cracklin Bran
Buy 1 Get 1

FREE!
14 OZ. BOX • VALID MARCH 21 -27,1993

asa 69^i©g&ssisiu.1-sal£».asrai$»..»

2u*

On Manufacturers' Cents^Of f Coupons.
Sec Store For Details.
BUS SERVICE PROVIDED!
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Diabetes class to discuss diet
management:
The Educational Services Department is
coordinating a class on "Diabetes: Managing Your
Diet" March 23, in Conference Room C at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital from 10 a.m.-noon.
The cost of the class is $10 per person and a support
person may attend for free. For details, call the
Department of Educational Services at RMH at 4334533 or 433-4269 today.

Health Care... German Style
German health experts travel to Washington today to discuss their health care system
with advisers from President Bill Clinton's health care reform task force. It is likely
successful elements of the German system will be incorporated into the task force's plan
to overhaul the U.S. health care system.
1

*4

How Germany and America compare

A

92.2%

445

92%:

330
44%
5:

Population
Medical costs
covered by
covered by
national* programs national programs
Germany
J America
WRC celebrates Women's History Month:
The Women's Resource Center, located in the
basement of Logan Hall, will present "Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow" to celebrate Women's
History Month. The week of events will include:
• "Women in American Life," a video and discussion
on March 23 at 7 p.m.
• "Being a Woman at JMU," a discussion, Tuesday
at noon.
• "History of African American Women in Higher
Education," a discussion and lecture by Dr. Elizabeth
Ihle at 12:15 p.m. Thursday.
• "Sex Equity in the College Classroom" and
"Breaking the Myth of Graduate School," videos and
discussion, Thursday at 7 p.m.
• Display on the commons Friday from } 1 a.m.-2
p.m. and an open microphone for readings of
women's works from 12-1 p.m.
JMU Arboretum to honor botanist:
The life and work of John Clayton, an 18thcentury botanist, will be celebrated in the JMU
Arboretum March 23-26. The specimens Clayton
collected will be on exhibit March 24 and 25, 10
a.m.-8 p.m., and on March 26,10 a.m.-noon.
Other events Thursday include:
• "The Natural History Museum in London —
America's Botanical Connection," presented by Dr.
Charles Jarvis at 2 p.m. in the Convocation Center's
Hall of Fame Room.
• "A. Mission for Linnaeus: Anarchy and Reform in
the Kingdom of Flora" presented by Dr. Robert
Kiger at 3 p.m. also in the Hall of Fame Room.
• A reception, dinner and symposium in Chandler
Hall's Shenandoah Room at 6 p.m. where Dr. James
Reveal will present "John Clayton, Linnaeus'
American Friend." Admission is $25 and
reservations can be made by calling 538-3863.
SMO sponsors events during Black
Freshmen Weekend:
Students for Minority Outreach will be sponsoring
"Black Freshman Weekend, A Step Towards Your
Future" March 26-28.
The weekend will feature the following events:
• "Star Search" in Wilson Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Friday. Tickets arc $3 in advance or $4 at the door.
• A greek step show at the Convocation Center at
6:30 p.m. Saturday. Tickets arc S4 in advance and 55
at the door.
• A dance in Godwin Hall at 10 p.m. Saturday.
Tickets arc S4 in advance and $5 at the door.
Tickets arc available in the Center for
Multicultural Services in the Warren Campus Center.

•:*SS

- In Germany, sickness fun
In the USA, Medicare, MedicaidJI
MATT SCHWABEL/ THE BREEZE Veterans Administration, other programs.

Calendar of events
Monday

22 Tuesday
Special Visitation Day, Wilson Hall, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Visiting Scholars Lecture "The Status of Caribbean
ifPr**llir~ *"* TV"*"''*" T £*«kw*M* \l/*-.»-l /!** War CdniKtril
Literature
in Today's Literary World" by Edouard
Glissant,t. Miller Hall, room 101,4:30 p.m.

Equal meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4:30 p.m.
SGA meeting, WCC, Highlands Room, 5 p.m.

• "Sexually Speaking," by Dr. Ruth Westheimer,
Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 6 p.m.

• College Republicans meeting, Jackson Hall, room
103,8 p.m.

24 Thursday
• Blood Drive sponsored by WXJM and ROTC, PC.
Ballroom, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
• Brown Bag lecture series, "A Dry White Season:
Education and Oppression in South Africa," by Dr.
Kathleen G. Arthur, Hillcrest House, noon.
• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7-9
p.m.
• SGA candidate debate co-sponsored by Young
Democrats and College Republicans, WCC, Valley
Room, 8 p.m.

• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room
B-202, 5-6:30 p.m.
• Planetarium Programs, "Planet and Perception," 7
p.m., "Winter Skies," 8 p.m.. Miller Hall, Wells
Planetarium.

HIGH: 50°

HIGH:

45°

HIGH:

47°

LOW: 30°

LOW:

30°

LOW:

32°

Partly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy

Source:
WQPO/WSVA
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JMU does it R.H.A.W.

-Residence

Hall
Appreciation
March 27-April 3,1993
Saturday. March 27
Sunday. March 2K
Monday. March 2«)
Tuesday. March 30
Wednesday, March 31
Thursday. April 1
Saturday April 3

Week
Hillside Field
Your Hall
Crafton-Stovall
\irport Lounge. W( ('
Highlands Room. WCC
Highlands Room. WC(
PC Ballroom

Campus-Wide Olympics
Lobb> Decorating Contest
Talent Show
Scavenger Hunt
Reception
Speaker
Semi-Formal

10:00AM
All da>

8:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
9:00

I'M
I'M
I'M
I'M
I'M

Compete for the coveted RHAW Week trophy
and bragging rights for the rest of the year!
Accumulate points by participating or helping to
plan one or more of these events!
Ask a Hall Council representative or RA for more
details on how to get involved!
an event
^tSONl^

s.

LIVING WHERE WE LEARN
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JMU athletics depend on student fees
Comprehensive fees support 86 percent
of 1992-93 intercollegiate athletic budget
CONTINUED from page I

amount of money each student pays
that goes for athletics.
He agreed that each student pays
about $680 Tor athletic programs.

comprehensive fees to athletics, which
is about 13 percent of their athletic
budget.
These schools may depend less on
comprehensive fees because of higher
alumni donations, more revenue from
radio and TV and higher gate receipts.

The BIGGEST Sport Budgets
Total amount of money spent
on Football 1992-93,
including salaries and grants:

Student* aid athletics with
fees

"That is a reasonable estimate," he
said.
In comparison with other state
schools who do specify how much of
their fees go toward athletics, JMU
has the highest estimated athletic fee
allocations.
The next highest is the William &
Mary, which charged each student
about $600 this year for athletics.
The athletic fee at Old Dominion
was about $425, and at R ad ford it was
about $250. George Mason students
paid about $200 each for athletics.
Other colleges that also charge
comprehensive fees said their athletic
departments get less fee money than
JMU's department.
Virginia Tech, for example,
allocated $2.7 million to athletics
from fees gathered from about 23,000
students. This is about 26 percent of
their athletic budget.
This year the University of Virginia
gave about $1.6 million from

JMU's athletic program has a
budget of about $7.8 million, Babcock
said. About 86 percent of that budget
comes from student fees.
But Dr. John Thclin, co-author of
"The Old College Try: Balancing
Academics and Athletics in Higher
Education" and a professor at W&M,
said JMU doesn't have to have one of
the highest comprehensive fees in the
stale.
There is a way to lower the amount
of fee money put towards athletics,
and therefore lower comprehensive
fees overall, he said. Grants for
student athletes currently aren't based
on need, he said. To lower fees,
athletic scholarships should be based
more on financial need rather than on
athletic capabilities.
This year, JMU's athletic program
spent more than $2 million on sport
grants and $969,200 of that goes to
football and men's and women's
basketball.
But not all scholarship money is
supplied by students. According to
Babcock, money given to athletics
from JMU's Duke Club is private
money, and can go only towards
grants.
But for 1992-93, only $184,000
came from the Duke Club,
representing about 9 percent of the
total cost of grants for varsity sports.
The remaining cost of grants may
come from sources including

Athletics and Student Fee Money
Total Am
of Bevenu
from comprehensive f<
«

$|I5,991,954

I

M $7,844,736

fatal Athletic Budget:
Artioii

Ttoney athletic
gve fees:

eives

$6,728,736
Fulltimi Plrgrad
instate: $1872
outofsta?e:l§1948

?each student pays
feaafeach year:

GRAPHICS BY TARA MLANEY/THE BREEZE

Total amount of money spent on
Men's Basketball:

Total amount of money spent on
Women's Basketball:
comprehensive fees, gate receipts, the
NCAA and game guarantees.
Because comprehensive fees cover
86 percent of the athletic budget, the
program must generate additional
income.

Athletics generates portion of
its budget
Athletics is expected to raise $1.1
million in revenue in the 1992-93
academic year. Major sources of
income include gale receipts from
games, the JMU Duke Club and
money from the NCAA for
participating in the Division I
basketball.
Babcock said JMU can expect
between $200,000 and $300,(XX) each
year from the NCAA. This year JMU
received $225,000 for television
contracts.
"If s based on the number of sports
you have, how many teams you have
in Division I competition and a little
bit of it is how well you do in the
tournament," he said.
Other revenue comes from program
ads and sales and game guarantees.
Babcock said game guarantees are
provided by other schools that host
JMU but don't come to JMU to play
that season. In 1992-93 game
guarantees are expected to total
$191,000.
"This year we got $20,000 to play .
.. at Seton Hall," Babcock said. "That
helps."
The amount of revenue from these
areas changes year to year, and if
revenue were to increase, the athletic
department would receive less money

JMU doesn't have
to have one of the
highest
comprehensive
fees in the state.
Dr. John Thelin
author and professor
from comprehensive fees, Babcock
said.
"If we got more people buying
season tickets to basketball, or if wc
gel a bigger share ol the NCAA
money, then the amount athletics gets
from student fees would go down."
But university officials said there is
a limit to the possible growth of sclfgencrated revenue in the athletic
department right now.
According to Babcock, there arc
only about 3,000 seats available for
ticket sales in the Convocation Center,
which limits income.
"If we sold 3,000 season tickets at
$100 ... we wouldn't come close to
balancing the budget," he said.
Alumni donations are also limited,
he said. Because JMU has a "young
alumni," many of them aren't
established enough to donate large
sums of money to the university.
This is the first part of a series.
Thursday fnd out if students are
informed of how their money is spent.
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SUCCESS IN TOT CAA TVUMV'

Dart...
To the departments and organizations who
reserve rooms on campus but don't use ihcm.
On Friday night Cillia, an improvisaiional
acting group, had lo turn students away because
the room in Duke was loo small.

Pat...

U.S. military must sacrifice
Americans have Finally recognized the need
lo lasso the federal deficit, but many still
are unwilling to bear the sacrifice required
to reduce the numbers.
The latest episode in this continuing saga are the
military base closings Defense Secretary Lcs Aspin
proposed last week. The proposal called for 31
domestic and 29 foreign bases to be closed as well as
cuts in operations at 134 other bases.
In Virginia the prosposal would close the Vint Hill
Farms army base and the Naval Aviation Depot in
Norfolk and deprive the state of about 15,000
civilian jobs, including moving 12,000 naval jobs
from Crystal City to Patuxenl, Md.
The savings from these and other cuts could
reduce the budget by $5.6 billion a year by 1998 and
eventually by a total of $70 to $100 billion,
according to the Department of Defense.
But the Americans who work on these bases arc
more concerned about what the cuts are doing to
their local economy, especially employment
opportunities in those areas, than what they may do
to the deficit.
Nationwide, the base closings will further increase
the already lofty unemployment rale and make it that
much harder for people to find jobs. In states like
California, which has the worst unemployment rate
in the nation and depends heavily on military bases
to generate revenue, the prospect of impending
military base closings seems cruel and heartless.
But when weighed against the burden that future
generations will be forced lo endure if we keep
passing down our debt, ihc sacrifice seems justified.
If we hope lo reduce the deficit and strengthen the
economy of the nation as a whole, we have lo make
some tough decisions. And on a practical level, our
ChristyMun4onl...ettar

military is a good place to cut back.
With the Cold War behind us and few potential
military threats ahead, our military is far larger than
it needs to be, both at home and abroad.
The administration's proposed cuts will free
resources to revamp and redesign the military lo
better prepare it for these different kinds of threats.
Included in the new spending are proposals that
would create a more mobile military — $7 billion on
fast sealift ships, and $30 billion for C-17 cargo
planes, for example. A more mobile military would
be able to respond to foreign trouble spots faster and
more efficiently.
Also, the proposed cuts are accompanied by
funding to convert military to civilian productivity.
Over the next five years. President Bill Clinton has
proposed spending $19.6 billion to help retrain
defense workers, convert military technology to
civilian uses, and aid the communities that will
suffer most as a result of military layoffs. Clinton's
hope is thai much of the skills of the military
employees can be transferred to the production of
important civilian products.
Although the proposed cuts would eliminate a
significant number of personnel, close numerous
bases and cripple many community's economics, the
cuts arc a fiscally responsible way of addressing ihc
huge federal deficit.
During ihc Reagan era, as the deficit grew, the
military budget ballooned.
Now the military, along with ihc rest of the
American people, must sacrifice.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

QaykCohen...manaffngedbor QrantJerding...opinionattar
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis.
They must be delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this leciipn do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper, this staff, or James Madison Unjversiry.

To Dr. James Lcary, Dr. Frank Palocsay and
SGA Administrative Vice President Scott
Surovcll lor their presentations at Thursday's
American Association of University Professors
meeting on the financial affairs at JMU.
Learning aboul where money is being speni is
the first hurdle to gelling it spent on oihcr, more
important areas.

Dart...
To the speakers at a recent Republican dinner
in Fairfax County who took it upon themselves
to denigrate homosexuals and minorities. State
Sen. Warren E. Barry's labeling of Clinton's
plan lo allow homosexuals in the military as a
"fags in the foxhole" proposal, was but one of
the insulting, obnoxious remarks thrown around
at this function.

Pat...
To the men's basketball team. Maybe we as
fans should apologize to the team. Maybe too
much pressure was put on the team by those of .
us saying, "Can they do it this time?" Maybe wc
should have been saying what the ECU fans
were chanting, "We believe." Also to Jeff,
Bryan, Paul and William, much success and
happiness to you in your future careers.
Sent in by toyal fans.

Dart...
To Carrier Library for charging overdue lees
during the snow days last week when the
university had cancelled classes. Arc the people
in the library so slingy that they want me to risk
my life to return their precious texts on lime?
Sent in by a student who is out $2.50.

Pat...
To the organizers of the second annual walk
to benefit the Blue Ridge Chapter of the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society that will
take place Saturday. And to the members of the
JMU community who plan to participate and
make JMU representatives the largest group of
walkers for the second straight year.
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SCHEV adulterating education
Years ago before most JMU students were born, I
was a second lieutenant and assistant club officer in
the United States Air
Force. My boss, the club
officer, was complaining
to a meal purveyor about
the price of hamburger.
The
salesman
was
unperturbed by this crusty
officer; he offered to sell
us hamburger for almost
any price we wished to pay. We were told that any
part of the animal except hide and bodes could be
included in a ground mixture called "hamburger" —
if the resulting mixture was loo grey, blood could be
stirred in. If we wanted lo pay less, the product's
constituents would simply be adjusted accordingly.
In a document entitled U-21, JMU (and other
Virginia universities) are now being told that, in
some unspecified, high tech way, we must "do more
with less." This document, from the Slate Council
for Higher Education in Virginia, has enough heroic
assumptions lo embarrass an economist and a level
of self piety able to make a television evangelist
blush.
Wc have nol responded lo ihis buck-passing
mandate in a way lhai will minimize ihc inevitable
damage that must come from this change being
SCHEVcd down our (metaphorical) throats.
Resources continue to be diverted lo new, highvisibilily undertakings and emphasis continues to be
placed more on how student "customers" feel about
their education rather man on improvements in their
ability lo think or express themselves. Thus the
adjustment to SCHEV's new realities has been
forced to take place in terms of larger class size,
difficulty in obtaining classes and (at a slower pace)
less scholarly work being done by faculty.
But there are, in my opinion, other low-visibility
ongoing adjustment processes starting to appear:
larger classes or more class sections per instructor
must result in an increase of passive computer scored
examinations (fewer written essay exams) and fewer
(or shorter) writing assignments. A de-emphasis on
research will, slowly cause faculty to think less
actively and creatively in their fields; thinking that in
turn removes some of the cutting edge sharpness

from class material. Superior scholars will steal away
to places where lively minds are appreciated (and
rewarded); their places will
be (are being?) taken by
slick, sycophantish, salestypes who can do "tell-mewhat-I-told-you" education
in an entertaining way.
Bovine blood can make
grey, ground guts appear
more appetizing and, no
doubt, bands, basketball and buildings can make
higher education appear more "dynamic." But
truthful people will have lo admit that none of ihcsc
"b" words can increase the nutritional value, lo body
or mind respectively, of cheap "hamburger" or cheap
"education." And unfortunately, it is even easier lo
adulterate education lhan ii is hamburger.
Those who have been responsible for raising
JMU lo higher academic standards should have our
admiration. While hints of faculty intimidation at
American Association of University Professors
meetings arc cause for sadness, all recognized how
far JMU has come in the last decade. Even though
wc did nol gain a Phi Bcia Kappa chapter, al least wc
were seriously considered — a generation ago wc
would nol have been given this consideration.
But now il is beginning lo seem likely thai a
decade or so hence, wc will once again be bcncaih
serious consideration for such an honor. If this is so,
we — the JMU community — arc obliged to be
truthful about this incipient decline and do what wc
can to minimize ils effects. All members of this
community should inform themselves of the facts
and options available. Truth is what wc — the
educational community — are (or should be) about.
The same refreshing breezes of truth blowing
through the federal government should blow through
this academic community. Those who are interested
in safeguarding their diet should talk with their
butcher or dining facility manager; those (faculty)
who are interested in safe guarding the quality of
JMU education should attend the next AAUP
meeting April 1.
Dr. John Palmer is an associate professor of
marketing and hotel, restaurant management.
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Letters to the Editor
Fire Lefty; end JMU's
drought in CAA tournament
To the editor:
As everyone knows, our basketball team recently
lost to the 7ih seeded Easl Carolina Pirates in the
finals of the Colonial Athletic Association tournament.
Anyone who has seen our team play any of our
conference foes knows that w«r1iavc the best players.
They arc stronger and faster lhan the teams they
usually beat up on during the regular season.
However, something happens in the tournament.
Three of the past four seasons the Dukes have made it
into the conference finals, but they've never come out
as victors. This is because the other teams sicp up ihcir
play and the Dukes don't.
And this is head coach Lefty Dricscll's fault. Lefty
is a great recruiter, but he is nol a good coach. It is the
coach's job to inspire the team and get them ready In
play. The Dukes played weak teams; die eighlh'-sced,
llie sevenih-secd and the fourlh-sccd. But these weak
teams played wilh passion and gave us competitive
games. The Dukes had no "fire in ihcir belly," and this
is why they lost.
This letler won't even louch on Lefiy's strategic
blunders — a weekly column could be written on that
subject. JMU basketball won't reach the next level
wilh Lcfly as the leader. Wc were big fans of Lefty,
but wc now realize thai Lcfly has failed here; 0 for 3
in the finals is pitiful. Lefty should get fired, or if he
has any respect for our school, he should quit. Five
years ago Lefty made us big promises, but the only
thing he has made us is an embarrassment.
When fans of the team heard wc lost to ECU. they
surely were disappointed, bul were any of diem really
surprised? In the past four years, we've come to
expect losses. And that sucks.The players have
changed, and the one constant has been the coach.
The administration and the athletic director must
get some backbone; terminate Lefty and end the
reputation our school has of being chokers and losers!

Neil Sherman
health
junior

Alex Leikus
English
junior
Eric Leikus
fan

Illusion, Christianity spark discussion on truth
A murder in Pensacola, Fla. and a shootout in
Waco, Texas are dominating the news. Those
incidents and a letter in the March 19 Breeze have
prompted me to respond to the anti-Christian bias
that seems lo be cropping up recently.
I hesitate lo come to the defense of Christianity
in this space, because I'm known as a conservative
political columnist and thus my views on religion arc
somewhat suspect. But I will be the first one to say
that my politics arc quite likely lo be wrong on a few
points. Perhaps I'm wrong on all of them.
Contemporary politics are froth on the surface of a
philosophical ocean. They're fun lo argue about, bul
wc have lo look elsewhere for answers lo Ihc eternal
questions. .
Wc should be grateful that wc live in a counuy
lhai doesn't force an established religion on us.
Americans can believe whatever they want. Just as
some people abuse their right to free speech, some
individuals will abuse the freedom lo worship. David
Korcsh, a.k.a. "The Lord," is one of those men.
Michael Griffin, ihc murderer of abortionist Dr.
David Gunn, is another.
The media have correctly portrayed Griffin and
ihc Branch Davidians as fanatics. This worries me,
though, because the media has a habit of describing
all active believers in this manner. Think back lo the
Republican National Convention last year, when our
chattering class reported that religious fanatics took
over the GOP. Fundamentalist Muslims in the
Middle Easl get the same treatment. People who
believe in something enough to die for it are

automatically labeled unthinking, dangerous
creatures.
Arc they?
1 don't think ihc civil rights movement was an
ignoble cause, and il came straight from the pulpit,
like abolitionism before it. Look at ihc grcal figures
in history, and you'll find most of them were what
you might call "true believers," even if their only
belief was in themselves.
Thai brings mc lo Alfred Bawcombc's letter. I'm
nol sure where he got the idea that everything in life
is an illusion. I, lor one, am not an illusion (though
Ihcrc are people who wish I were.) Humans, in
general, have an incomplete understanding of
themselves and the world around ihcm, bul thai
doesn't mean what wc know is an illusion. To the
contrary, wc have lo proceed on the knowledge wc
have, and adjust our course as new things arc
brought to light.
If life is just a long dream, il follows lhai there is
no Truth, wilh a capital T. "If you arc looking for
truth and morality," Bawcombe intones, "perhaps an
easier answer to those puzzling cosmic questions
could be found in a book like the Bible, where one is

free lo accept all of its truths without giving any
critical thought lo it whatsoever." Ouch.
The list of non-critical-lhinking Christians
includes such dullards as Newton, Dante, Mozart,
Aquinas, Milton, Augustine, More, Pascal,
Michelangelo, Hegel, Rembrandt, Eliot and Bach.
Half of the world believes in a divinely revealed
religion (Judaism, Christianity, or Islam), bul I guess
they're all prclty dumb, loo.
Christianity isn't based on a rejection of reason;
on ihc contrary, it embraces it. Throughout the
Middle Ages Ihc church was ihc institution that
preserved ihc culture of the Western world. The
medieval monks studied ancient pagans and Muslim
thinkers as complements to Christian theology. In the
Renaissance, ihc church reached out to the Far Easl
and ihc indigenous peoples of the Americas. More
than any earlhly government, Christianity has been
the nurturcr of learning and, yes, even critical
thought.
Rejecting anything out of prejudice isn't the
mark of an educated person, and 1 don'l believe for a
moment lhai Alfred Bawcombe is uneducated. I
inviic him and all doublcrs to investigate Christianity
as he would anything else — without bias, with an
open mind and an open heart. For a good
introduction without any churchy language, pick up a
copy of "Mere Christianity" by C. S. Lewis. You
might find thai the reality of Christianity is a lot
different from your illusion of it.
Eric Johnson is a sophomore history major.
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Transamerica
Marketing Services
Large \
Topping Pizza

PLVS TAX

I

is seeking bilingual
individuals fluent in
English and Spanish to
represent some cf the
top organizations in
the country.
f you ar§:

• enthusiastic
• dependable
• and want to earn $8.00 per hour

Please call Juan at 434 - 2311,
Mon. - Fri. 8 AM to 6 PM
BOB

Shack Up With
Three Close Friends
John, Paul,
George &
Ringo

Crosby, Stills,
Nash & Young

Jack, Janet,
Chrissie & Mr. Roper

Brokavv, Jennings,
Walters & Rather

*^~~

— •

June, Ward,
Wally & the Beaver

'

Individual leases
• Weight Room
►Basketball court
• Volleyball court
24 hour Maintenance
• Double beds available
Covered bus shelter
• Bus pickup every 15 minutes
•Short walk to JMU
• Designated Driver program

Ample, well-lishted parkins
k Harrisonburg, VA 22801
\ 432-1001
CROSSING office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday/10-1 and 2-5 Saturday

AStlbT
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'JMU Way' fallen by the wayside
so you can't get money lo
Democracy means a lot
pay the higher tuition fees
to people in the United
they charge us. At this
States. Not only do we elect
rate, the entire university
our city, state and national
GUEST COLUMNIST
will close at noon and we
representatives, but our
can
all go take a nap.
sheriffs, judges and even our
— Andy Wiley
(Unless you live off
attorneys. In the business
campus, since it will take
world, shareholders can elect
you the full hour to get to your car.)
and remove members from the board of directors
Another example: How many of you have'
who can in turn oust current management. The whole
received a letter the semester before graduation thai
rationale for this kind of setup is accountability. If
claimed a class you took doesn't meet your
you don't like things how they are, you can change
requirements? My roommate got such a letter and
them. And hey, regardless of whether it's a county
spent five hours running between his department
judge or the president, you pay their salaries.
head and the registrar. The registrar didn't have the
What I can't understand is why this "spirit of
time lo bother with a lowly student and he had to
democracy" doesn't exist here at JMU. Our tuition
wait two hours lo sec her. Then she sent him back to
and taxes pay the people on the JMU payroll. From
the department head lo "fill oui the proper form."
Uncle Ron to a parking cadet — we are paying for it.
Upon his return he waited another two hours.
We can all probably agree then that these people are
We have argued the same things before. This
our employees. Why don't they act like them?
administration's priorities arc messed up. More
Mall employees have to park as far away as
buildings and flowers serve only lo boost enrollment,
possible to give the customers the best spots. At
they do nothing for the quality of education. In fact,
JMU, students (customers) are forced lo park in no
ihcy may hurt education if they arc at the expense of
man's land so the faculty and staff (employees) can
books, faculty pay and academic resources. It all
park as close as possible. Wouldn't want to ruin
boils down lo the fact that Ihc administration feels
those fancy shoes now would we? They tell us to
that after you have enrolled you arc a victim. You
take the bus (kind of like Marie Antoinette saying
can't do much lo change il!
"let them eat cake.") Or worse, when they are feeling
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder speaking at graduation is
particularly punchy, they post parking guards at the
an ironic ending lo a pitiful story. Wilder, who has
faculty lots so we can't get in. Now there's an
hurt Virginia education more than anyone in history,
effective use for our money — paying people $5 an
will speak before our administrators, who have hurt
hour to stand in the cold and tell you to park in hell.
the JMU tradition of student services more than
You can see the "JMU Way" deteriorating
anyone I can imagine. I hope they put on a luncheon
everywhere. Students try to get 12 to 1 p.m. each day
(at our expense) so the governor and administrators
free to eat lunch and carry out important business.
can pat each other on the back for a job poorly done.
But from 12 to 1 p.m. every office in Wilson Hall
closes so we can't pay a bill at the cashier's office,
Andy Wiley is a senior finance, economics and
add or drop a class, or find out what happened to our
political science major.
paychecks. The Office of Financial Aid closes too,
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Letters to the Editor
Agency adoptions are safe;
can be 'open' and 'direct'
To the editor:
As an adoptive parent, I was curious about the
article published on adoption in the March 1 Breeze.
After reading the article, I was very upset about the
way agency adoptions were presented.
There arc so many differences between private
and agency adoptions that The Breeze should publish
an article on agency adoptions. Catholic Charities of
Southwestern Virginia would be an excellent agency
lo contact. This agency's new program, "Adoption
Option," uses an open agency adoption process.
Agency adoptions arc changing drastically to
accommodate birth mothers who want to meet the
adoptive families. The degree of openness in an
agency adoption is decided on by the birth mother
and adoptive family. The agency provides counseling
and support for all involved in the adoption triad.
Babies do not have lo be placed in foster care, as
staled in your article. If the agency adoption is
considered "open," the baby may go directly to the
adoptive family from the hospital.
My husband and 1 adopted our son, Aaron, three
years ago through a closed adoption. He received
outstanding foster care and had no problem bonding
with us. After one day with us, our son knew who
mommy and daddy were.
Adoptive families are closely screened for
financial and mental stability. In a closed adoption, if
a birth mother desires to receive information about
their child they should contact the agency they placed
with. My husband and 1 are always inquiring about
Aaron's birth mother. We very much want to provide
information to her about his three years with us.
Laura Lucas
adoptive parent

y/| Live on
| campus and
pay just one
price.
Without the
bills and
advertising,
there's more
room in
your
mailbox for
fun things
like
packages
from home
and letters
from
friends!
On-campus
easy living.

For more information call:
Extension 6489

■Z^A
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An

LA-style coffeehouse brings a
Dodger offers customers an artful escape
he became acquainted with the coffeehouse-style cafe.
After nine years of living in California, Kygcr had
staff writer
The lack of alcohol attracts crowds ranging from frequented many coffeehouses, especially the Cafe
In ihc heart of Courl Square in downtown
students to families. Kyger said his lauds do Mocha in Melrose.
Last year, when he
Harrisonburg, The Artful Dodger, a coffeehouse
very well with
came back to Virginia to
and art gallery, serves as an alternative to the bar
students. He uses
visit his parents, he told
scene. Owner Thom Kygcr describes the warm a special brand oI espresso
atmosphere as "conducive to reading and mix called Torani.
friends and family about his
conversation."
idea to open a coffeehouse.
"Torani is an Italian
Sophomore Miriam Ovissi agreed. She saw an ad in brand," he said. "Many
They urged him to build in
The Breeze for the coffeehouse and decided to try it out. popular coffeehouses in
Harrisonburg.
"I went there with two of my friends, and we L.A. use it. After all, these
"I had even considered
immediately fell in love with the place.
building it in Georgetown,"
drinks originated from
"Sometimes you feel like you have to get frustrations Italy."
Kygcr said, "but the
out by going to parties," she said, "but sometimes you
property in that area was loo
Sophomore
Kristin
can also get frustrations out by just talking. And the Simmer said she visited
expensive."
Artful Dodger is the perfect place for that."
While Harrisonburg
the coffeehouse for the
Along with a menu consisting of Cappuccino, first time with her
property was cheaper,
coffees, pastries and sandwiches, the coffeehouse offers aesthetics class. She
Kygcr still had to make
its patrons an assortment of books, magazines, chess described the atmosphere
many renovations to make
sets and other board games in a lounging area as pleasing and the food as
his idea successful.
dominated by soft, pillowy couches and a coffee table.
mouth-watering.
"When I first came
Prices range from $1 for expresso to $4.25 for a
Kyger boasted, "All my
here there were water marks
sandwich.
all over the ceiling," he
cakes arc good." But he
"The Artful Dodger is unlike many restaurants," especially recommends the
said. But with a lot of hard
Kyger said. "Here, we want our guests to stay as long hazelnut cappuccino cake,
work, he has redesigned the
as they please."
the Heath bar crunch cake
entire place. "Those railings
Ovissi, who frequents The Artful Dodger on the and Irish creme cake.
right there used to be
weekends, said, "I usually go there with my own
elevators," he said pointing
games. I have often had serious games of Scrabble with Kyger, 29, and his
to a doorway.
my friends."
The door leads to an
girlfriend, Lynda
outdoor terrace with dainty
According to Kyger, most people choose their
McCroskey,
a
white tables and chairs.
coffeehouses according to music and lifestyle.
former JMU professor,
"There are hip-hop ones, techno and industrial," he opened the coffeehouse in
Kyger said he can't wail
COURTESY OF ARTFUL DODGER
said. "The Bourgeois Pig [in Los Angeles] is an October 1992. They
until the weather warms up
industrial coffeehouse where you will find a lot of operate the business with the assistance of five so he can get a true cafe atmosphere.
Situated at Court Square, the name of the cafe is
stars."
employees. Originally, Kyger said, he had not planned
Although the Artful Dodger is an alternative to clubs, to open a coffeehouse in Harrisonburg.
significant. Kyger said that in Charles Dickens' novel,
it doesn't sell alcohol.
Born in Broadway, Kyger was raised in the Oliver Twist, the crafty character, Dodger, stole and
"People come here because it has a positive Shcnandoah Valley. When he joined the Air Force he looted. He thought it would be interesting to add
atmosphere," Kygcr said. "Coffee will give you lift, but was stationed in California, and it was in Los Angeles "Artful" as a characteristic of the Dodger and place him
in the middle of the courthouse and jailhousc.
by Barbara Awuakye

beer will bring you down."

But art extends to more than the name of the
coffeehouse. Ky^cr and McCroskey carefully
choose pieces of art to display on their walls.
Currently, the art work exhibited in the gallery ranges
from mixed media paintings to photographs.
The rich colors of the paintings neatly assembled on
the white wall all add to a laid back atmosphere.
"Once in a while we also have live bands perform
here," Kygcr said. In addition, Cilia, the
improvisational performance group, presented a show
last semester.
"In the future wc will try to also feature the
Shcnandoah Shakespeare Express," Kyger said.
Simmer said, 'The Artful Dodger is unlike any other
place I've been. I can't really describe it. You really
have to experience it for yourself."
(Above) Senior Scott Yeager, senior Philip Baetcke and Laura Dearing play a game at The Dodger.

The Artful Dodger is open on Mondays 11 am to 9
p.m. and Tuesday through Saturdays 11 am to 12 a.m.
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art and atmosphere to 'Burg
Local restaurant
displays photos
for the senses
by Christina Campo
contributing writer
Imagine cnicring a world dcvolcd lo ihc senses, in
which sight, touch, smell, lasic and sound are laniali/ed
by exolic visions, textures, aromas, flavors and music.
"The Haute Collection'* explores this world through
black and while photographs by Morgantown, West
Virginia artists Nick Romanoli and Michael Green. The
photos, hand-colored by Green, make up the current
exhibit at The Artful Dodger.
The works explore the beauty of the human form, the
exploitation of the human spirit and the depth of senses
and emotions. In "Floral Dream" a man imagines a
woman entangled in sugar-candied flowers of lavender,
sunshine and pumpkin-colored smudges, spots and
smears creating a distinctive surface texture.

PHOTOS BY KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE

(Above) 'Floral
Dreams' by Nick
Romanoli and
Michael Green is
currently on
display at The
Artful Dodger.

(Right) From left to
right, juniors Jill
Rosensweig, Cindy
Brennan and Scott

Tenley enjoy the
cafe atmosphere.

The woman seems to be dropping a candied kiss upon
his shoulder as he floats on dream waves. It is almost
possible to hear her breathe in his ear and smell her
floral fragrance as the romantic moment is examined.
In "Beauty and the Reflection," a less obvious concept
involving emotions and senses is explored. Romanoli
captures a man sitting on the edge of a stone bridge,
dangling his legs and torso dangerously over the
edge.Thc subject has thrown his head back, and his arm
and abdominal muscles are tense, capturing an
overwhelming sense of potential energy.
A woman in a dark body suit sulkily reclines on a furcovered sofa of soft blues and pinks in "Bus Ticket
Home." Whilc-painicd spots outline her body and the
body of a man in the background. Dancing designs fill
the space lo the left of the man. There is a bus drawn
above the woman's head.
The title and the scene seem to imply that she may
submit herself to the male so that she can get money to
leave this lifestyle and return to the safely of home. This
exploitation of Ihe spirit is also appareni in Green's
photograph "I'll Pay You $5().(XK)To Change Your |doi|
Wilh Plastic Surgery."
A '6()s-lype fashion photo depicts a beautiful woman
sprinkled wilh dols in a cartoonish selling of dashes and
geometric shapes. The dots represeni where women have
had surgery lo meel society's standards of beauty.
Romanoli traveled ill Europe where his work gained
strong influences from French culture. Described as an
"alluring romanticist," Romanoli pooled his talents wilh
fellow artist Green who specializes in oil painting. "The
Haute Collection" currently on display was drawn from
about 50 works.
Reprinted with permission from The Daily NewsRecord.
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Harrisonburg's Professional Glamour
Photographers are back for 4 days only:
March 31- April 3
Experience the Excitement of.....

0<A

Glamorous
Portrait Session

WE PROVIDE:
•Make-up artistry and hairstyling by top
professionals
•20 to 30 pose selections

•Complete wardrobe, props and
accessories for men, women and
children
•Good for all ages

Call TODAY for an appointment
(703)434«0340
Limited Space Available

Creative
,
Dimensions and
Photography

le hair

fTlGRLE

noRmnn

Session Fee $24.95
Pre-Pay Special $14.95
(portraits sold separately)
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JMU hoop fans
are frustrated
one more time
#&@@AA| !@??&&##@%*$!

OK. Now that I've gotten that out of my
system, I will attempt to discuss JMU men's
basketball in a rational manner.
March Madness has taken on a new name
here at JMU. It's not that type of frenzied
excitement displayed by many fans watching
the NCAA Tournament, but the frustration and
despair that has assailed Dukes' fans watching
JMU's annual "performance" in the Colonial
Athletic Association tournament

SPORTS COMMENTARY
— Ian Record
Doesn't it feel like the same recurring
nightmare with the demons wearing different
uniforms each year?
As the opportunities in the CAA tournament
get more and more golden for the Dukes, JMU
— the tournament's No. 1 seed three of the last
four years — finds more and more inexplicable
ways to lose.
In 1990, Richmond handed JMU a 78-74
defeat in the CAA final. The following year saw
the Dukes blow an 85-82 decision to No. 8 seed
Navy in the first round. And last season the
Dukes lost to Old Dominion, a 14-14 ball club
at the time.
Yet when I heard that conference rivals ODU
and Richmond had been upset in the first round
of this year's tourney, I hoped to myself,
"Surely we can defeat three teams with losing
records that would have trouble beating
Spotswood High School on any given night"
But my hopes — and the hopes of all JMU
fans — were frustrated once again as the Dukes
swallowed a 54-49 loss at the hands of seventhseeded East Carolina. Those mighty 13-16
Pirates became only the eighth team with a
losing record in NCAA history to make the
tournament
Surprised I wasn't — those who have
followed JMU basketball over the years have
learned to take absolutely nothing for granted.
But I was disappointed to see the same result
against a lesser opponent — a game that the
other team didn't win, rather the Dukes lost
The loss left the Dukes once again accepting
a bid to the NIT — the National Insignificant
Tournament — where they have suffered similar
fates as the CAA tournament losing four firstround games.
ESPN analyst Dick Vitale had this to say
when head coach Lefty Driesell was named
JMU's head coach in 1988: 'Teams around the
CAA better enjoy taking their shots at JMU this
season because in two years the Dukes will be a
well-functioning, solid-gold machine. Watch out
America. Like Davidson, JMU will be in the top
20; you can take that to the bank."
Making the top 20 would be a miracle.
Making the tournament is all the fans have ever
asked for. As a senior, my chance to see it
happen has been denied four times too many.

JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE

Junior Sean White lost his match 6-2, 2-6, 6-4 versus GMU Saturday afternoon.

Men's tennis drops match
with George Mason, 4-3
by Alison Boyce
steffwriter
Poor court conditions forced the men's tennis
team to the indoor Valley Wellness Center, and the
sun just couldn't find its way to shine down on JMU,
as George Mason edged the Dukes 4-3 Saturday
afternoon.
In singles action. No. 3 seed sophomore Brian
Phoebus and No. 6 seed sophomore Kevin Long
provided victories for JMU.
Phoebus rallied to defeat GMU's Darren Clague
3-6, 7-5, 7-6, while Long made easy work of David
Stout with a 6-2,6-2 win.
"[My match] went really well," Phoebus said. "In
my first set, I was hitting a lot of hard shots. In the
second set I mixed up my pace, changed speeds."
JMU's No. 5 seed Landon Harper dropped a hard
match to the Patriots' Parth Sanbamurti, losing a 1412 tie-breaker in the decisive third set
JMU has been in this boat before, losing several
close matches during spring break in Florida.
"It's been tough since we've been back," JMU
first-year coach Steve Secord said. "I'm happy with

the way they played. They're a young team and
growing. They don't have a lot of experience under
their belts."
No. 1 seed freshman Matt Rowe lost his match to
GMU's Kevin Gerard, 6-3, 6-3, and No. 2 seed
senior Jamie Samuel was defeated by Kirk Flouck 62,7-6(7-3).
JMU's No. 4 seed Sean White suffered defeat at
the hands of John McLendon, 6-2, 2-6,6-4, and then
was forced to go straight to his doubles match with
Harper.
The JMU doubles combination found greater luck
there, beating the Patriots' combination of Clague
and McLendon, 9-8.
"I think the team played well," White said. "It
could have gone any way. There were just a couple
of points that happened to go their way."
In other doubles action, Long and teammate Malt
Gabler defeated Stout and Gerard, 8-2, while the
Patriots' Flouck and Sanbamurti beat Rowe and
Phoebus, 8-3.
The snow and wet puddles left on the courts from
the blizzard have played havoc with the Dukes'
TENNIS page 21

FOUR
STAR

Large One
^ Topping
>ini Pizza
1 Pizza - $5.99
2 Pizzas - $10.99

THE "6*
University Place

Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good tor a limited time
433 - 3776
FOUR

$™[ Medium One
HBJ Topping Pizza
1 Pizza - $4.99
2 Pizzas - $8.99

Call 432-6541

Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good tor a limited time

433-3776

"@u

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
FOUR

I****l

Check Us Out!!
•Reasonable Rates
•Individual Leases
•3 & 4 Bedroom Units
•Microwave
•Washer & Dryer

•Easy access to JMU (bus service)
•Furnished or Unfurnished Units
•Dishwasher
*Free Water '
• Ample Parking

™[ Small One
prra Topping Pizza

THE BEST IN
STUDENT HOUSING
FOR THE MONEY!

1 Pizza - $3.99
2 Pizzas - $6.99

Come by and see the changes at University Place!

Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good tor a limited time
433 - 3776 "&_

Sub
Deal
$075

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

'S
Restaurant
WI>«rt maufc Uvam in Harrimomtn*rg

Two BIG
12" subs and
two 16 oz. drinks
433 - 3776

m
FOUR

™J Large one
Bra Topping Pizza
1 Pizza - $5.99
2 Pizzas - $10.99
Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good tor a limited time

433 - 3776

1BL.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

STAR

SllD

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg; VA 22801

/o,m,-GABE CRERIE
Open Stage • Free Hot Doss

Maj-!fl» RcynoWs of TR3 fame!
Simply Ama-ing (acoustic)

iiv(k,(/,„-Not Everything.. .SOMETHING!
Harrisonburg Awesome Musicians

Headstone Circus
Groovin1 Fusion Hippie Dance Tiling!

B Deal
$ 75
i 9

/rin-EDDIE FROM OHIO

Two BIG
12" subs and
two 16 oz. drinks
433 - 3776

■■■■■

FILLINQ UP FAST!
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432-6541
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

■ ■-

N.O.U.fl. Sensation! Hot! Hot! rockin acoustic!
Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30!
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Tennis
CONTINUED from page 19
practice and game locations, forcing
them indoors again after finally
making the transition back to playing
in outdoor conditions.
"It's usually harder going from
inside to outside, because you have
things like the sun and the weather,"
Secord said. "The courts are a lot
faster indoors."
Despite the loss, the team is bright
about its future prospects.
"We're improving every match,"

Phoebus said. "In the CAA we need to
get going, but no one's really down. No
one's really worried."
White was also positive about the
matches.
"If we tried our best, there's nothing
you can do about it," he said. "We'll be
better prepared next time because of this
experience."
The Dukes will next travel for a
match against Liberty Tuesday, and then
meet up with Radford at home Friday at
2 p.m.

JSew sportswriters
wanted!
Come to the sports staff meeting
today at 4 p.m. in the Breeze office
in Anthony-Seeger
JOSH SEELY/THE BREEZE

Senior Jamie Samuel lost his singles match 6-2, 7-6 (7-3).

Are you aware of the range of job options available for graduates in your field?

Graduating Senior?

You finally chose a major, but do you know which career directions to pursue?

Puzzled Junior?
Confused Sophomore?
Curious Freshman?

Have you selected a major? Did you choose the right one?
Now that you're at JMU, have you thought about selecting a major?

The, Career Decisions Program Can Help You!!!
This program offers a series of workshops designed to help you answer these questions.
It can help you
* Learn how your interests, abilities, and values direct you to particular majors and careers
* Find out about different career options by major
* Learn more about careers that interest you
Feedback from a CDP participant:
•The staff of the Career Decisions Program were extremely helpful and painfully patient. Through their efforts I not only
teamed more about myself, I finally discovered the direction I want to go in. I feel that every individual should go
through this program whether they are undeclared or are set in a mapr. Thank you.

Interested? Contact the Office of Career Services at x6555 to sign up for "COP"
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MOLE HILL BIKES
OPEN HOUSE MA.RCH 25,26,27.
DOOR PRIZES • REFRESHMENTS
SLA VE ON YOUR INLINE SKATES
1
-

15% OFF ~

M&OFIAPE

JUST MINUTES FROA1OXMIVS • 42 SOUFl I FROM 11 BURG

879-2011

Spring 1993

Green Valley
AD DESIGNERS
TaraDelaney
talice Jackson
Chi Nguyen
Jonafhon Ross ■•?
Todd Wallasfon
LvrmPrudert
Ad Design Mar;

:IMiip

Book Fair
OVER 250,000 NEW, CURRENT BOOKS
ALL AT 60% - 90% OFF RETAIL
Featuring Current Best Sellers, Reference, History,
Literature, Fiction, Children's, Cookbooks, Computers,
plus most other subjects.

Upcoming Book Fair Dates:
Saturday, March 27 & Sunday, March 28
Saturday, April 3 & Sunday, April 4

EHarnvK
Geoff Alexander
. Jarrett CWsfensen
TodiUooes

Open Saturdays 9 AM. - 9 P.M.
Open Sundays 12 Noon - 5 P.M.

Green Valley Book Fair, Inc.

"The East Coast's #1 Book Clearance Center"
Located between Harrisonburg and Staunton in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley.
Take 1-81, Mt. Crawford Exit 240. Turn east on Rt 682.
Watch for signs. Only 11/2 miles off 1-81.

(703) 434-4260

in
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Balancing act
Mike Onuska (left) placed fifth and was JMU's top
finisher in the all-around competition in Sunday's
Virginia State Championship meet. JMU finished
third behind William & Mary and Radford. Travis
King (below) competed in the pommel horse.

PHOTOS BY CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

| Bryce
JMU STUDENT QREEN FEE.DfSCQUNT
Valley Day Monday thru Thursda/after$!@B»M

$25.00 mrffig]
>3*»i

to

9

wmw

$2.00 Off Coupon
.Valley Day Only
&*-*<;*/*!&$ ^Coupon valid thru

M ^MSBM* May 1993.
SMmmGA, Lung Card
"%and members of
iryce Resort
e excluded.

its**-**/.'*>i' • .

Tee times are required and can be made 3 days
in advance at the Golf Shop (703) 856-2124.
Bryce Resort is located 11 miles west of 1-81,
25 minutes from Harrisonburg
Exit 273 on St. Rt. 263W.
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Delivering the Perfect Pizza!

433-PAPA
Large I
Topping Pi

Large 1
Topping Pizza

33-PAR
Make a
difference.

$6

96

PLUS TAX

The Commons Welcomes Singles and Doubles!

WRITE.
Come to the News
and Focus On
meeting today at
4:30 p.m.

^
I CATALOGUE OUTLET!

>W5U

Time is running out to rent at The Commons
Each fully furnished
Call The
4 bedroom apartment
Commons
comes with:
today at
•Free Cable television
432-0600
(a $650 savings - includes
and get off
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
•Double bed in each bedroom
Office Hours
campus
•Full size washer and dryer
Sat. 12-4:30
this fall!
•Telephone hook-ups
Sun by appointment
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30

March 26 9-4
Warren Campus
On I or
Sponsored bv III

in each bedroom
•Built in microwave oven
•Patio or balcony
•Free Water and Sewer
•Free trash pick-up
•Full time maintenance
•FREE QUARTERLY
MAID SERVICE

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.

w
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SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS
JMU women's lacross
ranked in preseason poll
The JMU's women's lacrosse team
is ranked 12th in Lacrosse
Magazine's 1993 Division I
preseason poll.
Seven of the team's JMU will face
this season are among the 15 ranked
teams.
Colonial Athletic Association teams
that are ranked include William and
Mary and Loyola, Md.

JMU's Maguire, Stuart aim
for spots on
U.S Lacrosse team
Former JMU All-America Nora
Maguire and JMU assistant coach
Susan Stuart are vying for positions
on the 1993 U.S. World Cup
Lacrosse Team.
Maguire and Stuart were two of 32
Americans selected to the World Cup
Training Squad that will play
together for the next four months.
The sixteen members chosen will
comp;ete in the 1993 World Cup
Games.
Maguire is an attack player, and
Stuart has been a goalkeeperon the
U.S. Squad since 1989.

MONDAY MARCH 22, 1993
WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS

JMUResute

Saturday, March 20
Tow son, Md.
Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference Championships

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Thursday, March 18
Providence, R.I.
Providence 73, JMU 61
James Madison (61)
Player
&
Mill EG EC
Carter
22 2-2 1-2
Ritter
23 3-5 1-2
Chambers 35 0-0 0-1 0 8
Edwards 25 1-10 2-3 5
Davis
30 5-13 4-7 15
Culuko
22 5-8 4-4 18
Venson
17 1-3 1-2 3
Robinson 9 2-4 0-0 4
McLinion 16 2-7 0-0 4
McGuffin 1 0-1 0-0 0 0

1

Final Team Standings:
1. Towson State, 191.25
2. New Hampshire. 189.70
3. Maryland, 187.90
4. William & Mary, 187.30
5. Pittsburgh, 187.20
6. James Madison, 186.45
7. Vermont, 186.35

0

Floor exercise:
1. Linarducci, Towson State,
9.80
Top JMU: 2. Wells, 9.75

A
o
0

Team
200 21-53 13-216132 13
Three point goals: Edwards 1-6,
McLinion 0-2. Culuko 4-6. Davis 1-4.
McGuffin 0-1
Providence (73)
Player
Mm EG EE ERA
23 2-7 1-1 5 3 1
Turner
33 3-3 4-9 10 12 0
Smith
Simpkias 29 3-8 6-9 12
35 5-9 10-12 20
Western
M. Brown 27 4-10 1-2 9
Abdullah 32 4-8 1-2 9
T. Brown 15 2-3 4-8 8
Phelps
6 0-0 0-0 0
Team
200 23-48 27-43 73 39 14
Three point goals: Turner 0-3. M.
Brown 0-1. Abdullah 0-1
James Madison 27 34- 61
Providence
34 39 - 73
Field coal percentage — JMU 39.6,

Vaulting:
1. Olsson, New Hampshire,
9.70
TOD JMU: 2. (tie) Cardinali,
9.65
Uneven Parallel bars:
1. Mullins, New Hampshire,
9.85
Top JMU: 19. (tie) Cardinali,
9.45
Balance beam:
1. Youssefl, Maryland, 9.80
Top JMU: 20. (tie) Grinnell,
9.45
All-around:
1. Mullins, New Hampshire,
38.65
Top JMU: 8. Wells, 37.80

MEN'S TENNIS
Saturday, March 20
Harrisonburg
George Mason 4, JMU 3
Singles:
Gerard (GM) def. Rowc 6-3,
6-3
Flouck (GM) def. Samuel 62,7-6 (7-3)
Phoebus (JM) def. Clague 3-6,
7-5,7-6 (7-5)
McLendon (GM) def. White
6-2,
2-6, 6-4
Sanbamurti (GM) def. Harper
4-6,6-3,7-6(14-12)
Long (JM) def. Stout 6-2, 6-2
Doubles:
Flouck-Sanbamurti (GM) def.
Rowe-Phoebus 8-3
White-Harper (JM) def.
Clague-McClendon 9-8 (7-3)
Long-Gabler (JM) def. StoutGerard 8-2
Note: One point was
awarded to the team that
won the majority of the
doubles competition.

Tourney provides plenty of uncertainty
And then there were 16. It wasn't the 16 teams
that most college basketball aficionados thought it
would be, but then it wouldn't be the NCAA
Tournament if that happened. And it certainly
wouldn't be as exciting.
When it comes to the NCAA tournament, only
one rule applies: expect the unexpected.

SPORTS COMMENTARY
— Joe Kornik
My experience teaches me that when a team you
have heard of is playing a team nobody's heard of,
don't be so quick to pick the obvious. In this
tournament, upsets are the rule and not the exception.
Scton Hall was my choice for national champion
but was beaten by a seventh-seeded Western
Kentucky ballclub in the second round. With die
Pirates tucked away back in class in New Jersey, the
Big East is left with nada, zilch, zero teams
advancing to the round of 16.
Meanwhile in the west, things have gotten really

screwy. Temple, who still hasn't won its 20th game,
is in the Sweet 16 as a seventh seed. Then you have
teams like die Santa Clara Surfers knocking off a 243 Arizona team in the first round.
George Washington defeats New Mexico. One
week ago, Georgia Tech walked away with the
Atlantic Coast Conference crown. Then fifteenthseed Southern shellacs the Yellow Jackets to the tune
of a 15 point victory — this stuff just doesn't make
sense.
So the second round highlighted the matchup
between Southern and the favored Colonials of GW,
(how did GW even know to bring their white
uniforms?)
One week ago, most of the country thought GW
didn't even deserve to make the round of 64.
Suddenly, the Colonials are one of the 16 best teams
in the country, and a couple of unlikely wins lands
them in the Final Four. Of course, they weren't
supposed to win their first round game either.
So GW, Temple, Western Kentucky, California
and Virginia are in the Sweet 16 and Arizona, Seton
Hall, Duke, Massachusetts and Georgia Tech are all
eliminated. Arizona, Seton Hall and Duke were all
top 10 teams before all this mayhem started
Thursday night.
But at least the first seeds have all survived and

are advancing to the Sweet 16. But that wasn't
always easy either.
In case you missed it die first seed Wolverines
danced with death last night as they needed a lastsecond shot and a miss on a desperation three-pointer
to pull out a victory in overtime over UCLA. The
Michigan victory means that all four first seeds
advanced to the Sweet 16. Finally, something went
the way it was supposed to.
But as wacky as this NCAA tournament is, you
still have to love it if you are really a college
basketball fan.
What basketball fan wouldn't salivate over die
chance to watch the possible changing of the guard
Saturday night when Cal's freshman phenom Jason
Kidd went toe-to-toe with die Obi-Wan Kenobi of
college point guards, Duke senior Bobby Hurley.
Hurley may have won the battle but Cal's Kidd won
the war.
And it's a matchup that would make even David
and Goliath jealous when GW and freshman center
Yinka Dare take on the fab five from Michigan next
Thursday in Seattle.
The action only gets faster and more furious from
here. Nobody knows what the next two weeks will
bring, but one thing you can be sure of is: whatever
you think is going to happen — probably won't.
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SUCCESS.
GET AN EDGE ON COLLEGE EXPENSES.
The Army can help you get an edge on college expenses
in just two years.
When you enlist and qualify for a certain skill,
you could become eligible for the Montgomery GI Bill Plus
the Army College Fund. That means you could earn $17,000
for college with a two-year enlistment.
And the Army will give you another edge, too.
You'll develop the self-discipline, self-confidence and
maturity you'll need to succeed in college.
Find out more about how you can get $17,000 for
college in just two short years. Call your local Army
Recruiter for more information today.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Come to
the Arts
meeting
tonight
at 7.

(703)-434-6691

PLfiCE
TO BE
IN '93

OLDE MILL VILLAGE
NAII0NA1-PA

I

° Amenities Galore

K

ARA Leisure Services

SKYLAND LODGE

In Shenandoah National Park

fill Leases are
Individual at
No Extra Charge

Now Hiring
For The 1993 Season
Full time
Part time
Summer
Positions Available
Reservations
Bus/Set up
Cashiers
Cooks
Housekeeping
Dishwashers
Host/Hostess Pantry Workers
Waitress/Waiter
CALL
1-800-999-4714
Ask for Nick or Jim
Monday - Friday
9:00 - 5:00

Professionally managed by:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502
A MEMBER OF THE
[71
8EARS FINANCIAL NETWORK II

BANKeRLl
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
Energy efficient heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
Basketball courts.
Paved parking spaces.
Pre-wired for telephone.
Telephone & cable oudets in each room.
Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
all apartments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways.
1
Convenient bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
1
Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
.

DON'T MISS
OUR FREE RENT
GIVEAWAY IN
SEPTEMBER

yyw
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Get the facts
about
sexually
transmitted
National AIDS Hotline:
1-800-342-AIDS
National STD Hotline:
1-800-227-8922
National Herpes Hotline:
1-919-361-8488

Get
Exposed!
Are you good with a camera?
Would you like to learn more?
Get some exposure to
photojournalism by working
for The Breeze.
Meetings are Mondays and
Fridays at 4 p.m. in
Anthony'Seeger Hall,
room 218.
Or call Ryan or Mike at
X6127.

DON'T COMPLAIN. DON'T WISH.
DON'T HOPE.

THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
fcGTi|||S WILL BE HELD TUESDAY,

MARCH
IK?

30.
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VIDEO WORU)
C THOMAS
HOWELL

JASON . JONATHAN , All
POTTS
BATEMAN
SILVERMAN
PO

Three buddies on the
road trip of their lives
run into a once-in-alifetime woman.

rcnnp

Top Your frizz
Table
With
A Large 1 Topping
Pizza For Only

■ ■

iJUQMfe.

433-PAPA

$6

The
Women's Research Center
DTssontsi
Women's History Month
Tuesday, March 23 7:00 p.m.
"Women in American Life"
- video and discussion
>

Wednesday, March 24, 12:00 p.m.
"Being a Woman at JMU" .
- discussion
Thursday/ March 25, 12:15 p.m.
"History of African Women in Higher Education
- Discussion and lecture by Dr. Ihle
Thursday, March 25, 7:00 p.m.
'Sex Equity in the College Classroom" and
"Breaking the Myth of Graduate School"
Friday, March 26, 11:00 AM - 2:00 p.
Display on the Commons
'Open microphc for readings of Women works'
:00 ft

We Honor All
Competitor Coupons!

VDBD

B.
HARRISONBURG
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
434-0913
OPEN 7 Days A Week • 10a.m. - 10p.m.

Expect the Best in Student Housing
Don't Settle For Less
Reserve your space today in one of
our popular student rental units.
Units currently located at:
MADISON SQUARE (Only two blocks
to campus)
-^COLLEGE STATION (Huge!!! Three level
townhouses)
i MADISON MANOR (Deluxe condo with
#
fireplace)
All units feature individual leases, appliances,
carpet, A/C and reasonable rental rates! Don't
be left out!!! CALL TODAY!

4344173

Units Are 9EAiaFSS^jl^Twbf*i\i\
Professionally
Managed
By the
Firm of

A few houses
still available

COLDUKBUBANKeR U
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

MONDAY, MARCH 22,1993

CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
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THE FAR SlUE/Gary Larson

6RM\r( MUST
PULL ESPECIALLY
Hft.R0 ON TIGERS.

M^_
( THATS AN IMPRESSION
I XE Lltt. TO CULTNATE.

LOOK AT THESE V4
COMMERCIALS. EACH ONE
IS A JUMBLE OF LIGHTNING
QU\CK, UNRELATED IMAGES
AND FILM TECHNIQUES.

IT DUPLICATES THE EFFECT
OF RAP\0LX FLIPPING THROJGH
CHANNELS. ITS A BARRAGE
OF NM-UM0SR
FREE ASSOCIATE.

I 6UESS THESRE ADMITTING
THAT A IS SECOND COMMERCIALl
EXCEEDS THE AMER\CAN
ATTENY\ON SPAN W A GOOD

HUH? ACENOU
STILL TALKING
ASCOT THAT?

Crossing paths on their respective journeys of destiny,
Johnny Appleseed and Irving Ragweed nod "hello."

SURE. SCIENTISTS COME
UP WITH 6REAT, WILD
THEORIES, BUT
THEN THE< GNE
%_

^ UNIMAGINATIVE
NAMES

FOR EXAMPLE, SCIENTISTS
THINK SPACE IS FULL OF
HISTERKXJS. INVISIBLE MASS
SO WHAT DO THET CAlLir?

"tm

MATTER:' WHH.'

I TELL "fcW, THE8ES A
FORTUNE TO BE MADE
HERE.'
\

I LIKE TO
SA1 "QUARK /
QUARK.QUMK
QUARK, QUACK

INSTEAD OF
MAKING AN IDIOT
OF 10URSELF, XHi
DON'T you GO
FIND ME SOME
SCIENTISTS'

m"

Unbeknownst to most students of psychology,
Pavlov's first experiment was to ring a bell and
cause his dog to attack Freud's cat.

OUTER BOUHDS/Cy. Grebb
1 MOST 6ET OUT TttMr
A*D oBCaTH'aT- VouK PLAAIET'S
CULTl**.

HOWS THIS?
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oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

The Action is at

HUNTERS RIDGE
&3L*/#

d&Ut

%m^

V

%UI^

Coming April 3rd & 4thZTA & Hunters Ridge Present:
SPRING SPIKE FEST • Volleyball Tournament
$300 Cash Prizes
Sponsored by Domino's & Western Sizzlin
Call For More Information
Win $500 • Sign by March 26th and register to win.
Condos & Townhouses Available

GET OFF CAMPUS TODAY!

434*5150
c

Betkeley

Realty. Inc. of Harrisonburg
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

m

REALTOR'

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

'

_

IS»"

.
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.
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classifieds
FOR RENT
MR duplex (Can be furnished) - August 1
Of June 1.1993 J480/mo 434-2100
Townhouse - Furnished, tomato, JMU. 3
blocks. W/D Available August, $150. 4341040
1 Bfl apt*.- Short leases available 4 blocks
on Ddchm* Court Exceptional value Check

Aahby Crossing summer sublet - 2 RMs
available, $375 per room lor the entire
summer 4344118
4M duptoi home - 5 rran , campus. W/D,
lease Aug/Aug, $210/each 433-1108
Summer aubtot -1 BR in 2 BR apt Madison
Manor Furnished, A/C, W/D, $150/mo •
utilities Available May - August Call 564
0283, leave message

us out $315*» 434-2100
For rant - 4BR, 2 bath condo. University
Race W/D. rang*. OW, MW, refrigerator
Furnished, available Aug 1, 1993. Call

Female to share nice, large 2 BR
lownhouse with deck - Quiet neighborhood
Reasonable rent Starting m May. Cat 4329602

cosset (703) 594-2277.
HMvUns StfMt - 4BR, 2 Mint, coifipwfoly
turnehed. $195, water included 433 88??
University Placa - 4BR, 2 baths, completely
lumohed. $195, individual lease 433-8822
University Placa - 3BR, 2 baths, completely
turrashed $205*225. prrvale bath Individual
lease, water ncluded. W/D. MW. bus service

Summer sublet - Rooms available in
Hunter's Ridge lownhouse Rent negotiable
CaH Tflany, 432-1624.
4 BR - 2 1/2 bath, 3 level lownhouse Urge
rooms, less than $165/RM The Prudential.
564-0807
2 Bfl apt - 2 blocks Irom campus CaH now!
564-0807, The Prudential

4334*22
College Station - More room lor the
money. indrvidual leases 4BR townhouses
Furnished including MW. W/D, DW Call
Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Accord, agents
Commonwealth Really. Inc 432 6541 or 434
2977
Sublet May - August at the Commons.
Free cable (HBO). S'20/mo. all utilities
included except eleclncly Ursula, 564-0453
iBfl tor rent in 2BR apt. - Hunter's Ridge
Quiet atmosphere M/F. $275 plus utiktes
Conlact Eric, x4670

21 3 BR condos lor ihose who Ike to relax
at home Pool. jacuz?i, weight room & much
more Madison Manor, 432-1860 The
Prudential Ask lor Mike!

Nags Head, NC - Relatively new house, lulty

House - 4 BR, 10 mmule wah to JMU South
Main St area, plenty of parking 433 2126.
after 5
•
Summer

sublet

-

Hunter's

Ridge

Resort Telemarketing
Evening ft weekend shifts avail.,
guaranteed hrty min. plus generous
commissions, paid training, valuable
work experience for marketing ft
communication majors, convenient
location (behind Valley Mall). Call
today, 564 0095 Ask for Mr Kerr

Disc Jockeys for hire. Hamsonburg's best'
National DJ Connection 433-0360
Heading lor Euros* this summer? Only
$169! Jel there anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCHI (Reported in Let's Got ft NY
Times). ABHITCH, (212) 864-2000
Adoption - Childless couple, happily
married ft secure, wishes lo adopt newborn
We can help each oiher! Call Robyn/Jim
collect. (703) 912-6058

Band - or drummer who needs guitarist
Rock Call Doug, 433-0966

Caring, stable, single female teicher
desires to adopi Caucasian baby Financially
secure Can provide loving ft lun family Call
collect. Alison (804) 572 8403 or write PO
Box 655. South Boston. VA 24592

Summer job - Bath Co. farm. Vegetable
production, marketing, sales Salary,

Mini-Lacrosse Captain's sign-up meeting,
March 24. 5:30. Godwin 338

commssion. room ft board (703) 996 4273
6:30-9 p m lor info

Poworlifting sign-up deadline, March 23,
Noon, Godwin 213

2 BR apt - Yard, porch. August lease.

FORSAIE
Tandy 1000 HX harddrlve - Monitor,

432-1547

keyboard, mint condition, $400.298-2418

4BR house - With large kitchen. 2 baths.
Irving room, W/D, AC, lots M parking. $600
(703) 538-2773, Glen

Spinel-Console

Commons - Summer sublet 1, 2, 3 Bfl
Ferules preferred. Rent negotiable 4337880

Mountain bike - 1M2 specialized
slumpjumper, hardly ridden, like new,
$400/obo CaH Ken. 432-0742

Tree el the bus rid*? 1 & 2 BR apts dose
to JMU. Some uilrlies included. 432-3979.

Lacrosse equipment - Hairnet, gloves,
shoukjorpads. All good condition, prices
negotiator Cal Oawd at 564-1533 Must sal.

large room - 78 yd*, from campus.
MayrSBmmor, balcony. Tev, 433 9872

Apple Macintosh Plus - 2 drives,
Imagewriter 2 printer, software, like new!
$70O/obo CaC 433-7208.

-

Wanted,

responsible party to make low monthly
payments. See locally Cal (800) 327-3345

Black PH.D. rob* - Royal blue trim,
suitable choir, pulpit Shoulders. 41'; length.
45". Excellent condition Cost $500 - sell
$1001 Phone 432-0651.

Computers are changing ourworld, our environment,
our culture, our Mure!
COMPUTER FAIR '93
N*xt TUM ft Wad In the Convo
FREE with JMU ID
Into Lin* 568-3000

ZTA hopes everyone had a sale ft lun
Spring Break'
IAE - Thanks to Ihe four guys for our
adventurous escort home Irom Fl
Lauderdale! We appreciate everything!
Rosna Karen. Laura & Jen
Beginning cross stitch class - March 29
Call Dee's Needleworks. 434-6347
«X - Thanks lor making Si Patrick's Day so
green! AT"

Lost-Keys on IKE brass keychain. Call
564-0538 if found
Found - At CAA Tournament, a JMU I shirt
Cal lo identity. 564 1848 after 6pm

answers
Outreach Programs available lor
many topics H interested call the Counseling
& Student Development Center at x6552
Attention Pr*-PT Society - Meeting,
Thursday, March 25. 7pm in Burruss A
geriatric physical therapist will be speaking
Questions? CaH Amy. x4371

Attention JMU students - Now oftenng $8
haircuts on Monday thru Wednesday, wak
ins welcome Classic Touch. 1431 South
Main St 564-0212

IAI - We had fun getting lo know you guys
in Fl Lauderdale, we love youi Karen. Rosna,
Laura ft Jen

Tto Country Place - 40 miles NW «i Luray,
a 2 BR chalet wlh fireplace ft campground lor
up to 40 people near G W. National Forest ft
Shenandoah River Reservations/brochures:
(703) 743-4007.

Preferably Grad student with interest

Day wnh us1 AXU

Auditions: JMU Dukettes
1993-94
March 28,1993 10:30am
Convocation Center
Be ready to dance!

Honor Council Investigator applications Available at WCC Into desk Due March 26

Secretary

4 BR lurnished condo - Hunter's Ridge.
Motivated owner $64,900.434-0172

piano

Lisa A - Happy 21st Birthday! Lots of love
your (win

AKA - Thanks lor celebrating St Pattys

lownhouse. 2 RM, lurnished, W'D, cable
$175 plus utilities Available May - August
CaH 564-0266

Sublet - May through August Female non
smoker, 1 RM avasabi* $150/mo. negotiable

Nags Head area - Student housing
available lor summer employment at the
baaed. CaH RE/MAX Ocean Realty. (919)
441-3127

Greeks 1 Clubs - Raise a cool $1,000 in
lust one week! Plus $1,000 lor the member
who calls' And a Ire* igloo cooler it you
quakfy Cal (600) 932-0528. x65

Adoption -A Hie filled with love, laughter &
lullabies Happily married couple hoping lo
adopt Call Jeannie ft Ken collect, (804) 282
1662

Questions? We'll help you find the

$400/mo X3068,432-0449
furnished; W/D, DW; central A/C; available
May 1 through August 31; sleeps 7 $1500/mo. (804)850-1532

Outer Banks largest watersports center
hiring
enthusiastic
persons
lor
sailing/windsurfing instruction, powerboat $
equipment rentals, retail Contact Bit Miles.
North Beach Sailing. Inc.. Box 8279, Duck.
NC 27949 (919)261-6262

A<t> - Have a great week! We are looking
lorward to the rest ol the semester wnh you
Love. ZTA.

Typing - Computer generated, laser
printed Resumes, papers, etc. Karen, 2895746

.iimai
Femato roommate - 1893/M, 4 Bfl apt 501
High St. $170/mo 433-1010. individual leas*
2 Female rosmmatss to share 5-BR
lownhouse at University Court. $200/mo rent
438-1579

H5TICE

For more information A assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities ft
work art home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(800) 533-5501.

in JMU Honor System. Must be
comfortable working with confidential
matters. Works/W.P. 5/0 experience
needed. Applications available at
WCC info desk

Due by April 2.

ZTA loves our Rho Chis, congratsi Have fun
next semester
Clergy couple seeks to provide loving ft
secure home lor a white irianl. ft lo befriend
a birth mother during a difkcui lane Please
cal Ely ft Hugh colled. (804) 750-1558
Thar* ar* a tew openings tor the

X*. AX A, OTA - 3t. Patty's DsyMelroso
waslon'ofunlZK
Women's History Month - Luncheon ft
Teleconference. Wednesday, March 31,
Highlands Room, WCC, 11:30 to 3pm
'Women ol Color in Higher Education: Too
invisble Too Stern. For Too Long." R.S.V.P.
by Wednesday. March 24, Student Activities.
x3341 Students must present their JAC card
&r - Thswks tor joking our leswrties on St
Patrick's Day! We had a great time HX
Very affordable Greeks JMU letters -The
Wednesday, WCC Patio

MAY SESSION IN ITALY/FRANCE
3 credits (FL 309)
Paris - Riviera - Florence
Rome) - Chateaux - Venice
For Into contact: Or. Hamlet-Met*
K**Z*H420
x6069orxs12B

NOTICE
For more information ft assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities ft
work at home opportunities, contact
ths Better Business Bureau, Inc
at
(800) 533-5501

Creative, clever & cheap
Classifieds.
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WELCOME BACK
Mud, Snow, Classes, D-Hall
The Silver Lining
in your Cloud

♦ ♦ ♦ And Mr. Qatti s
f

PERFECT FOR ANY WEATHER!!
ONE

This Monday & Tuesday Only

FASTFEAST BUFFET
Pizza, Pasta and Dessert

m

$3.29

+ tax

Please present coupon when ordering. Not
valid with any other offer. Offer good
through June 30, 1993.
ONE COUPON PER PERSON

$

5.53

$

ONE

FAST,FREE
DELIVERY

This Monday & Tuesday Only

I FASTFEAST BUFFET
&ll/ou&n£tt

Pizza. Pasta and Dessert

11 AM -1AM Sunday -Thursday
11AM -2AM Friday -Saturday

433-0606
6.45

$

I $ 3.29

+ tax

spi; Please present coupon when ordering. Not
S-£TU valid with any other offer. Offer good '
^
through June 30.1993.
gg* ONE COUPON PER PERSON

L

6.45

($7 price includes tax)

$

7.37

($8 price includes tax)

($6 price includes tax)

($7 price includes tax)

1 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

2 or 3 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

1 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

2 or 3 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS

